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SENSOR INSTALLATION DIAGRAM
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Fix the plsition of sensors. No obstacle should be detected at 90° from the top 
view otherwise the system will false alarm.

Installation distance dragram

Best position for 4 sensors

Installation diagram for sensors with direction markings

Installation diagram

Installation when bumper is sloping to the ground.
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Smooth slope Smooth round objects Objects sbsorbing 
wave,e.g.cotton

Objects hard to be detected

ADVISED POSITION TO INSTALL THE SENSOR

A. Four drill holes A.B.C.D
     should be in line.

B. 0.5~0.8m vertical to the ground.
     0.55m is recommended.

C. Vertical, tidy surface without
     metal components is preferred.
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SELECT DRILLING POSITION FOR SENSOR A&D

SELECT DRILLING POSITION FOR SENSOR B&C

A. Choose suitable drilling positions
     for A and D sensor and mark.

For best detection angle, position A & D 
sensor 1/8 from the edge.

A. Measure the distance between
sensor A and D.

Divide distance by 3 and mark sensor B & C.
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DRILLING

SENSOR INSTALLATION

BUZZER INSTALLATION

A. Use a small drill bit to locate position

B. Drill with the bumper cutter supplied.

A. Insert the sensors into the holes and secure.

B. Arrange wiring neatly and securely.

Paste the buzzer on the center console 
or the rear of the seat.

Buzzer
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NOTE: Control box is waterproof.

CONTROL BOX INSTALLATION

1.5m

Install the control box on the bottom 
of the vehicle and fix it by screw. 
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PARKING SENSOR SYSTEM

MAIN FEATURES

Audible buzzer

Four stages “BiBi” alarm sound

Hidden installation

Operating Range: DC 10~32V

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Rated Voltage: 12V/24V

Operating Current: 10-120mA

Detecting Distance: 0.3~1.5m

Ultrasonic Frequency: 40KHz

Working Temperature: -20~+70°C

Detecting distance

≥1.6m

Alarm sound

≥1.1~1.5m

≥0.6~1.0m

≥0.4~0.5m

≤0.3m

“BiBi” sounds.

This system consists of ultrasonic sensors,a control unit and buzzer

direction of the obstruction will be showed by audible buzzer with step-up 

This system detects the distance between the vehicle and obstructions by 
ultrasonic sensors installed at the rear of the vehicle. The distance and

Volume Adjustable

Silence

           Bi............Bi............

           Bi.........Bi.........

           Bi......Bi......

           Bi...
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TEST

NOTE

INSTALLATION STEPS

1. Carefully choose position for sensors

2. Select drilling position for sensor A&D

3. Select drilling position for sensor B&C

4. Locate the position and drill

5. Install the sensors and hide the wires

6. Install the Buzzer

7. Install the control box (NOTE: The control box is waterproof)

1. Adjust the direction and orientation of sensors. Neaten the wiring after

installation.

2. Connect the power wire to the reversing light circuit.

3. Connect the wires between contor box and Buzzer.

4. After starting the car, the Buzzer will sound one time on power up. Insert

one sensor into the control box port. within 1.0m of hte sensor, it should

detect normally.

Disconnect this sensor from the control box and use the same method to

check other sensors. Then insert all sensors into matching ports.

1. The car must be off during the installation

2. Performance may be affected in heavy rain, gravel roads, bumpy roads, hot or 

moist weather, or it the sensor is covered by ice or mud.

3. Other ultrasonic or electric waves (eg voltage reducers) may affect the 
performance of the system.

4. The sensors should be installed securely but not over-tight.

5. Rubber sensors are designed to avoid “Metal resonance” in metal bumpers.

6. Avoid installing the digital control box in areas of interference or moisture.

7. Test the system to make sure it works correctly.

8. This system is a reversing aid and the manufacturer accepts no responsibility for 

and accident after the kit is installed.
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